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Suggestions & Way Forward

After scrutinizing the detailed project report the following suggestions have been made and the
details shall be furnished.

Requirement and demand anarysis shal be eraborate based on the present hydrorogicar
parameters' availabirity of water, extend of curtivation, benefits from the project etc.
The necessity for a bridge in terms of traffic density (originar destination survey) shalr be
furnished.

The details regarding other RcB's in the downstream and upstream side of the proposed
location shall be furnished.

The google map showing the exact rocation of RcB incruding the approach road shafi be
furnished.

iraffic studies to be conducted for the justification of the bridge.

It may be evaluated whether construction of RcB in the upstream side at river Thoothapuzha
which is one of the major tributary would afiect the total discharge and availability of water at
the proposed location especially during extreme drought condition.

' No mention is made about the possibitity of any alternative alignments available in the
vicinity and the same shall be furnished. Any option for soft interventions may be considered.
The geometry of the approach road shall be decided based on trafftc study only.

The hydraulic parameters of the river are seen noted in the drawings, however, details of the
hydrographic survey enclosing bathymetry of the river, river sediment characteristics and
sediment load, natural drainage in the area, etc. are missing and shall be furnished.

Topographic profile of the area is not seen furnished and hence it may be ensured that the
surrounding areas will not get inundated during full reserve capacity.

The quantity of water expected to be taken for various uses like the water required for KWA,
inigation on seasonal basis, water that will flo/v downstream seasonally, etc., in terms of
numerical figures shall be furnished.

lmpact on ecology and life in the do\ /nstream region resulted by water deficiency in both
surface and ground water due to the presence of the proposed sbucture shall be assesseo
and verified.

As per f S 7720,lhe follor /ing detailed investigations are required like detailed topographical
survey, hydrological and meteorological data, sediment studies, design discharge of major
hydraulic structure upstream of the proposed site, surface and subsurface investigation,

detailed river morphology and ecological studies, change in river regime due to construction.
pond survey, problem and intensity of land slide and erosion near the barrage, etc. However,



as per the submitted DPR, most of these survey documents are not seen furnished and the
surveys reported to be conducted are not supported with quantitative documents. Thus, the
entire project proposal seems to lack strong quanttative justmcation which may be verified
The various RcBs at upstream and downstream have various hording capacities and the
relative effect of the same on the health of the river itself shall be studied. The water level ar
the peak discharge as we as at the rien season shafi be examined by preparing a
longitudinal section with reference to the bed slope of the river, bank elevations and the
water levels.

As there is no geotechnical investigation report furnished, a detailed report shall be
documented with the exact bore logs and foundataon recommendation.

Hard copies of readable size or a sofl copy of the design drawings shall be furnished since
the submitted one are too small to read and evaluate..

under piers, piles of lesser diameter shall be considered since the maximum load per pile is
worked out to be only 124.86t.

Details of the sheet piles which are not seen attached with the report shall be furnished. As
no bore logs are available, the subsoil characteristics of the site cannot be understood and
hence the effectiveness of the sheet piles at the particular site shall be evaluated and
submitted.

The details regarding the sedimentation and dredging requirements shall be studied ano
documented.

The structural and alignment details regarding the side protection works are missing in the
DPR though included in the estimation report shall be furnished.

Even though a concrete grade of M30 is proposed for pile in the DpR, M35 is adopted in the
drawing and estimation and lhe same shall be clarified.

The loading class of bridge proper, cross sectional details of the proposed approach road

etc. shall be furnished.

Preliminary design for RCB and its associated cdmponents are not provlded in the DpR shall
be furnished.

cross sectional details of approach road including retaining wall shall also be furnished.

The structural and alignment details regarding the side protection works are missing though
included in the estimation report shall be submitted.

Structural details of side wall for bank connection shall be furnished.

The quantity considered for bailing out water in item 60.2.5 in Appendix A for the construction

of RCB and for 60.2.3 in Appendix c for the construction of river protection works seem to be



on much higher side since the minimum water rever shofln in the attached drawing is verylow. This shall be verified and corrected.
For item 5'22.6 in Appendix A, the quantity considered for pire reinforcement is 120kg/m3 butfor carcuration' 1sokg/m3 is taken and the same sha[ be veritied and conected.
In order to reduce the totar cost, the excavarion sha, be done by mechanicar means onry inall appendices except for some minor quantities, if required which may be taken separatery.For item 7 in Appendix A, fiting avairabre earth", the rate of the item may be revis^/ed
considering the items of excavation in the estimate.
For item 8 in Appendix A and B, "the fiting with earth brought by contracto/ sha, besubstantiated since large quantity of excavated earth is availabte at site.
The rength of casing pipes for item 12 in Appendix A shat be reviewed considering the soilparameters since the 10m provided in lhe estimate report appears to be high.
The depth of Z type sheet pires provided as item no. 30 Appendix n, in lne upstream anddownstream side of the structure seems to be on higher side and sha, be revielved.
Lumpsum amount of 1 cr. (Tools and Plants etc.) for appendix H shall be substantiated with
relevant supporting quotes and reference.
The detailed sprit up of the unforeseen items considered (2.23 cr) in the generar abstract
shall be submifted.

A lumpsum amount of 5g.3 rakhs considered in the mechanicar works shat be justified in
detail.

The cost Benefit ratio is not shown in the report and the data sheet in KIIFB format shall be
submitted.

The imprementation schedure and wBs are not.given in the report and sha, be furnished.
Details regarding statutory crearances if any, shal be documented.
The applicability of provisions of EIA notmcation 2006 shall be ensured.
A brief description of environmentar assessment and environmentar management pran shar,
be enclosed with the report.

Measure to mitigate the adverse impact if any, shafl be documented in detail.
Risks that may involve during planning, construction, implementation etc. of the RCB shall be
identified and documented.
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